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Abstract. A mimetic word is used to verbally express the manner of
a phenomenon intuitively. The Japanese language is known to have a
greater number of mimetic words in its vocabulary than most other lan-
guages. Especially, since human gaits are one of the most commonly rep-
resented behavior by mimetic words in the language, we consider that
it should be suitable for labels of fine-grained gait recognition. In addi-
tion, Japanese mimetic words have a more decomposable structure than
these in other languages such as English. So it is said that they have
sound-symbolism and their phonemes are strongly related to the impres-
sions of various phenomena. Thanks to this, native Japanese speakers
can express their impressions on them briefly and intuitively using vari-
ous mimetic words. Our previous work proposed a framework to convert
the body-parts movements to an arbitrary mimetic word by a regression
model. The framework introduced a “phonetic space” based on sound-
symbolism, and it enabled fine-grained gait description using the gener-
ated mimetic words consisting of an arbitrary combination of phonemes.
However, this method did not consider the “naturalness” of the descrip-
tion. Thus, in this paper, we propose an improved mimetic word gen-
eration module considering its naturalness, and update the description
framework. Here, we define the co-occurrence frequency of phonemes
composing a mimetic word as the naturalness. To investigate the co-
occurrence frequency, we collected many mimetic words through a sub-
jective experiment. As a result of evaluation experiments, we confirmed
that the proposed module could describe gaits with more natural mimetic
words while maintaining the description accuracy.

1 Introduction

A mimetic word is used to verbally express the manner of a phenomenon intu-
itively. The Japanese language is known to have a greater number of mimetic
words than most other languages. Researchers have focused on Japanese mimetic
words representing the texture of an object to understand the mechanism of
cross-modal perception and applied it to information systems [1,2,10]. Human
motion, especially gait, is a visually dynamical state most commonly represented
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by mimetic words, but it has not attracted attention from researchers working
on the application of mimetic words to information systems. In English, when
we wish to properly express the aspect of gaits, we can use lexical verbs such
as stroll, stagger, and so on. Meanwhile, in Japanese, when we wish to describe
the slight difference of gaits, we can use mimetic words adverbially. In addi-
tion, Japanese mimetic words have a more decomposable structure than these
in other languages. So native Japanese speakers can express them briefly using
various mimetic words and even modify them impromptu, in order to express
their impressions intuitively.

Japanese mimetic words have an interesting property: sound-symbolism,
which indicates that there is an association between linguistic sounds and sen-
sory experiences [5]. The phonemes of a mimetic word should be strongly related
to the visual sensation when observing a gait so that the mimetic words can
describe the difference in the appearances of gaits at a fine resolution [3]. In the
Japanese language, there are more than fifty gait-related mimetic words accord-
ing to a Japanese mimetic word dictionary [7]. For example, noro-noro describes
“slowly walk without having a vigorous intention to move forward,” and yoro-
yoro describes “walk with an unstable balance.” Their difference of only one
sound, i.e. /n/ or /y/, can represent a slight difference in gaits. As another
example, suta-suta describes “walk with light steps without observing around,”
and seka-seka describes “trot as being forced to hurry.” As we can see from these
examples, the phoneme /s/ seems to express an impression of fast, smooth, and
stable motion. Such associations are individual-invariant and linguistic-invariant
similar to the famous Bouba/kiki-effect [8].

We have focused on gaits and proposed a computational method to convert
the kinetic features to mimetic words inspired by this cross-modal perception
[4]. We constructed a phonetic space simulating the sound-symbolism and asso-
ciated it with a kinetic feature space of gaits by a regression model. It allows us
to describe the difference of gait impressions as difference in phonemes, compu-
tationally. Thanks to this ability, the proposed framework can assign not only
existing mimetic words but also a novel one generated from an arbitrary combi-
nation of phonemes to gaits. However, although it can generate a mimetic word
which is closer to one’s intuitive impression than ordinary mimetic words, it has
a risk of generating useless mimetic words because an extremely uncommon com-
bination of phonemes will sound strange. To avoid this problem, in this paper,
we propose an improved word generation module considering its “naturalness”.
More specifically, we introduce a “naturalness penalty” into the most suitable
mimetic word generation module.

The previous study had one more problem that no public dataset was avail-
able at that time. So we newly constructed a public dataset. The most notable
point of the dataset is that it includes various mimetic words described in a
free description form. In this paper, to define what characteristics of words are
natural, we analyze these annotations and define the co-occurrence frequency of
phonemes composing the mimetic words as the naturalness.
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The rest of the paper is composed as follows: Related work is introduced
in Sect. 2. Section 3 introduces the dataset. Section 4 introduces our proposed
framework briefly and describes the new description module. Section 5 reports
results of experiments. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Most previous researches focusing on human gaits work on authentication or
soft biometrics. For example, Sakata et al. proposed an age estimation method
from gaits [9]. There are few studies on the fine-grained description which is
independent from individuals. As a study of describing dynamic states, Takano
et al. proposed a sentence generation method from RGB-D videos [13]. They
introduced a “motion primitive” representation which intermediates motions and
sentences. Though their approach is similar to ours in that translating motions
to primitive representations, their proposed representation consists of just latent
variables which are not intuitively interpretable by people, and the correctness of
the representation itself can not be evaluated directly. Meanwhile, in our method,
the primitive representations are Japanese mimetic words, and the correctness
can be evaluated directly by any native Japanese speaker.

With regard to researches of mimetic words, there are some previous works
on mimetic words associated with auditory, visual, and tactile modalities in
the field of Computer Science. Sundaram et al. proposed a “meaning space”
having the semantic word-based similarity metric that can be used to cluster
acoustic features extracted from audio clips tagged with English onomatopoeias
(mimetic words of sound) [11]. They also constructed a latent perceptual space
using audio clips categorized by high-level semantic labels and the mid-level
perceptually motivated onomatopoeia labels [12]. Fukusato et al. proposed a
method to estimate an onomatopoeia imitating a collision sound, e.g. “Bang”,
from the physical characteristics of objects [2]. Shimoda et al. demonstrated
that Web images searched with different mimetic words can be classified with
a deep convolutional neural network [10]. Doizaki et al. proposed a mimetic
word quantification system [1] which is based on sound-symbolism and prior
subjective evaluations using 26 opposing pairs of tactile adjectives such as “hard
– soft”. These works target mimetic words imitating sounds or representing
visually static states. Meanwhile, as mentioned in Sect. 1, in this paper, we focus
on human gaits as visually dynamic states, especially human gaits, and attempt
to accurately describe human gaits using mimetic words.

3 Dataset

We newly constructed a public dataset1. It includes videos recording human
gaits and various mimetic word labels annotated manually.

In this section, we introduce the procedure of the video recording session and
the mimetic words labeling.
1 http://www.murase.is.i.nagoya-u.ac.jp/∼katoh/hoyo.html.

http://www.murase.is.i.nagoya-u.ac.jp/~{}katoh/hoyo.html
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Approx. 5 m Approx. 20 m
Walking section

Actor Camera

Fig. 1. Video recording environment.

Table 1. Selected mimetic words and their meanings [4,7].

Mimetic word Meaning

suta-suta Walk with light steps without observing around

noro-noro Slowly walk without having a vigorous intention to move forward

yoro-yoro Walk with an unstable balance

dossi-dossi Walk with one’s weight by stepping on the ground forcefully

seka-seka Trot as being forced to hurry

teku-teku Walk by firmly stepping on the ground for a long distance

tobo-tobo Walk with dropping one’s shoulder for a long distance

noshi-noshi Walk with heavy steps forcefully

yota-yota Walk with weak steps as with an elderly or a patient

bura-bura Walk without having any intention

3.1 Video Recording

In this work, we use a kinetic feature following our previous work [4] as an input
of the proposed framework. To collect kinetic coordinates, we detect body-parts
(automatically detect and manually correct) from an image sequence captured
from an ordinary camera, instead of using a depth sensor or a motion capture
technique, because the mimetic words labeling procedure requires raw videos.

Figure 1 shows the environment of the video recording. The video recording
was made over a single actor at a time. The walking section was approximately
five meters long.

We asked ten amateur actors to walk with a gait representing a mimetic word
back and forth the walking section. Here, the actors were native Japanese Uni-
versity students in their twenties but without professional acting skills. Table 1
shows a list of mimetic words instructed to the actors and their meanings, for
reference. The ten mimetic words are commonly used ones, which were chosen
from 56 mimetic words used to describe gaits listed in a Japanese mimetic word
dictionary [7]. We asked the actors to walk with ordinary gaits as well. Finally,
we recorded 292 gait videos (146 from the front of the actors and the paired 146
from their back).

The videos were taken at a rate of 60 fps, 527 × 708 pixels resolution, and
8-bit color. We used a USB 3.0 camera Flea3 produced by Point Gray Research,
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Fig. 2. Example of fourteen body parts.

Inc. The sensor size was 2/3 in., and the focal length of the lens was 35 mm.
The camera was set approximately twenty meters away from the termination of
the walking section. It aims to suppress the scale variation of body appearance
due to walking along the optical axis of the camera.

3.2 Body-Parts Detection

Li et al. proposed an algorithm for fine-grained classification of walking disorders
arising from neuro-degenerative diseases such as Parkinson and Hemiplegia, by
referring to relative body-parts movement [6]. In line with this work, we used
kinetic features based on the relative movement of body parts in our previous
research. To calculate them, we applied Convolutional Pose Machines (CPM)
[14] to each frame of the dataset sequences mentioned above. Here, CPM is an
articulated pose estimation method based on a deep learning model, which can
detect fourteen parts of a human body, and yield their pixel coordinates.

However, the estimated body-parts coordinates are sometimes incorrect. In
this paper, we use manually corrected data of the CPM detected coordination.
For online applications, we will need a more accurate body-parts detector or a
more convenient motion capturing device to obtain correct kinetic coordinates.
Note that the dataset mentioned above includes the corrected body-part coor-
dination data, and does not include the raw videos for the sake of the actors’
privacies. Figures 2 shows an example of the fourteen body-parts.

3.3 Mimetic Words Labeling

In our previous work [4], the annotation was conducted in the form of choosing
among ten types of candidates. Our framework has an ability of generating a
variety of mimetic words, not only choosing one of the trained mimetic words.
In order to make full use of the ability, the framework needs to learn various
mimetic words, but the diversity of candidates was not enough in the previous
work. To overcome this problem, in this work, we annotated more data, and also
the annotators were allowed to give arbitrary mimetic words in a free description
form.

Thirty annotators who are native Japanese University students in their twen-
ties watched 146 videos showing the gaits from the front and annotated each
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Next

Please fill in mimetic words imagined

from the gait in the left panel

(Please break the line if you have more than one)

Fig. 3. Annotation tool.

φ /k/ /s/ /t/ /n/ /h/ /m/
avg. 0.0175 0.0468 0.1721 0.2882 0.0957 0.1066 0.0019
s.d. 0.0207 0.0433 0.1580 0.1323 0.0846 0.0989 0.0063

/y/ /r/ /w/ /g/ /z/ /d/ /b/
avg. 0.0663 0.0102 0.0010 0.0298 0.0267 0.0707 0.0312
s.d. 0.0742 0.0271 0.0046 0.0408 0.0359 0.1039 0.0263

/a/ /i/ /u/ /e/ /o/
1st vowel avg. 0.1165 0.0218 0.3661 0.1286 0.3670

s.d. 0.0657 0.0245 0.1283 0.0767 0.1433
φ /k/ /s/ /t/ /n/ /h/ /m/

avg. 0.1549 0.1617 0.1252 0.2092 0.0059 0.0003 0.0059
s.d. 0.1172 0.1057 0.0935 0.1264 0.0122 0.0026 0.0119

/y/ /r/ /w/ /g/ /z/ /d/ /b/
avg. 0.0016 0.2857 0.0058 0.0002 0.0008 0.0042 0.0371
s.d. 0.0058 0.2440 0.0141 0.0019 0.0042 0.0123 0.0489

/a/ /i/ /u/ /e/ /o/ /n/
2nd vowel avg. 0.3902 0.1020 0.1331 0.0287 0.2154 0.1305

s.d. 0.1362 0.0746 0.0790 0.0308 0.1315 0.1136

1st consonant

2nd consonant

Fig. 4. Statistics of the freely described mimetic words.

video with three mimetic words they imagined. Fifteen annotators were assigned
to each video, and annotated using the tool shown in Fig. 3. Here, the mimetic
words were restricted to the pattern of ABCD-ABCD, which is the most com-
mon pattern of Japanese mimetic words. Note that A and C are consonants, and
B and D are vowels.

Finally, 6,322 mimetic words were collected except for 248 invalid words, e.g.
typing error or not in the ABCD-ABCD pattern. Statistics of the results are
shown in Fig. 4. The upper row shows the mean occurrence frequency of each
phoneme, and the lower row shows its standard deviation.

4 Gaits Description by Mimetic Words

The procedure of the proposed method based on our previous work [4] is shown
in Fig. 5. In our method, we map the kinetic features extracted from videos
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Training of the regression model

Phonetic vector

Training phase Description phase

Aggregation

Projection to
the phonetic space

Body-parts
coordination Mimetic words

Kinetic feature
calculation

Kinetic feature
calculation

Word generation

Mimetic word

Body-parts
coordination

Fig. 5. Procedure of the proposed method.

to the phonetic space by regression. It consists of the training phase and the
description phase. The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of the
improved word generation module. Firstly, we explain the general framework
concisely in Sect. 4.1. Secondly, the updated module is explained in Sect. 4.2.

4.1 General Framework of Describing Gaits

Takano et al. mentioned above showed the effectiveness of body-parts move-
ment as a feature in describing gaits [13]. In addition, Li et al. proposed an
algorithm for fine-grained classification of walking disorders arising from neuro-
degenerative diseases such as Parkinson and Hemiplegia, by referring to relative
body-parts movement [6]. In line with these works, our framework [4] uses kinetic
features based on the relative movement of body parts. Specifically, a sequence
of arbitrary pairs of body-parts is used as an input.

Let the fourteen sequences of pixel coordinates be P (p, t) ∈ R
2. Here, p ∈

{0, . . . , 13} indicates the index of each body part, and t ∈ {1, . . . , T} indicates
the index of each video frame where the length of the input video is T [frames].
We calculate the Euclidean distance Dp1,p2(t) between arbitrary pairs of parts
p1 and p2. Then, we calculate the human height H(t), namely, the difference in
y-coordinates between head and foot, and their average in sequence H̄. Finally,
we divide all of Dp1,p2(t) by H̄, and obtain a sequence of the normalized body-
parts distance Lp1,p2(t). Note that the number of combinations of p1 and p2
under the condition of p1 < p2 is 14C2 = 91.

In order to handle mimetic words corresponding to gaits in a regression
model, we express them in the form of “phonetic vector”. As we mentioned
in Sect. 3, in our dataset, multiple mimetic words can be annotated to each gait
sequence. So we use the frequency vector of appearance of each phoneme com-
posing the mimetic words corresponding to the gait as the phonetic vector v.
The vector is composed of 41 dimensions because the annotated mimetic words
are restricted to the pattern of ABCD-ABCD, where A and C consist of fifteen
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consonants, B consists of five vowels, and D consists of six vowels 2. Let the fre-
quency vector of phonemes A, B, C, and D be vA, vB , vC , and vD respectively,
the phonetic vector v is represented as (vA,vB ,vC ,vD). Note that vA, vB , vC ,
and vD are normalized so that the summation of each element becomes 1.

Finally, a regression model learns the relation of the kinetic feature Lp1,p2(t)
and phonetic vector v. Let the space constructed by the phonetic vector be
named “phonetic space”, the procedures can be regarded as estimating the map-
ping of the kinetic feature space to the phonetic space. In the description phase,
the regression model estimates the phonetic vector v̂ from the kinetic feature
Lp1,p2(t).

4.2 Naturalness-Penalized Word Generation Module

This module generates an appropriate mimetic word from the estimated phonetic
vector v̂ under consideration of “naturalness”. Here, we define the co-occurrence
frequency of phonemes composing a mimetic word as the naturalness.

Firstly, v̂ is split into the four frequency vectors for each phoneme; v̂A,
v̂B , v̂C , and v̂D. This module chooses a mimetic word, i.e. series of phonemes,
minimizing the following criteria.

L = Ld + αLc (1)

Ld = ||v̂A − Q(oA)|| + ||v̂B − Q(oB)|| + ||v̂C − Q(oC)|| + ||v̂D − Q(oD)|| (2)

Lc = wABCAB(oA, oB) + wBCCBC(oB , oC) + wCDCCD(oC , oD)
+ wACCAC(oA, oC) + wBDCBD(oB , oD) + wADCAD(oA, oD)

(3)

Here, each of oA, oB , oC , and oD is the candidate phoneme for each phoneme A,
B, C, and D, respectively, and Q(·) is a function that converts a phoneme into a
one-hot vector. Ld calculates the distance of v̂ and mimetic words consisting of
an arbitrary combination of phonemes. Lc is the naturalness penalty term. Note
that L becomes an ordinary Nearest Neighbor method if the hyper parameter
α = 0, which corresponds to the previous method [4]. C(·) is the naturalness
penalty between two phonemes.

For example, CAB(oA, oB) indicates a naturalness penalty of the first vowel
oA and the first consonant oB . Finally, a combination of oA, oB, oC , and oD
which minimizes the criterion L is obtained, and a mimetic word is output as
the concatenation of the four phonemes.

The value of C(·) is calculated from the freely described mimetic words of
the dataset introduced in Sect. 3.3. Firstly, all of annotated mimetic words are
decomposed into a series of phonemes. Secondly, we aggregate these into his-
tograms of each positional pair of phonemes, e.g. the first vowel and the first
consonant. Thus, we obtain six (= 4C2) co-occurrence histograms C ′(·). Finally,
the naturalness penalty C(·) = 1−C ′(·)/Nwords is calculated per each positional
pair. Here, Nwords is the number of collected mimetic words (actually 6,322).
2 In Japanese language, a special phoneme /n/ sometimes appears except in the first
phoneme (it is called syllabic nasal). Although, strictly speaking, it is not a vowel,
in this paper, we handle it as a vowel for convenience.
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5 Experiments

We performed experiments for evaluating the correctness and the naturalness
of the generated mimetic words. In Sect. 5.1, we report the result of a prelim-
inary experiment to decide the weights of naturalness penalty w mentioned in
Sect. 4.2. In Sects. 5.2 and 5.3, we report experiments evaluating the correct-
ness and the naturalness of the generated mimetic words, respectively. Here, we
define a subjective metric on how well a generated mimetic word expresses the
corresponding gait as the correctness.

5.1 Parameter Tuning

As we mentioned in Sect. 4.2, the proposed naturalness penalty criteria is com-
posed of six terms. In this section, we report the result of a preliminary experi-
ment to decide the weights of the penalty terms.

Firstly, we sorted all the 5,700 mimetic words generated from arbitrary com-
binations of phonemes according to the Lc criteria with equal weights. Secondly,
we extracted ten words from the list of sorted mimetic words at an equal inter-
val. Concretely, the following ten words were extracted: yura-yura, guri-guri,
zuze-zuze, sako-sako, done-done, maba-maba, roya-roya, pubu-pubu, hazo-hazo,
and hape-hape, in descending order. Thirdly, we conducted a pairwise compari-
son experiment for reranking the ten words into actual order of naturalness. We
asked four evaluators to choose the more natural one from the pair of extracted
words. The number of questions was 10C2 = 45. Then, we sorted the words in
descending order of the selection rate. Finally, we grid-searched a combination of
optimal weights. Each weight had a value of 0 to 9 with an increment of 1, and
we calculated the naturalness ranking of the ten words under each condition.
We searched the weights in which the calculated naturalness ranking had the
highest correlation to the experimentally obtained actual naturalness ranking
under Spearman’s rank correlation criteria.

As a result, the following combination achieved the highest correlation 0.8389:
wAB = 0, wBC = 0, wCD = 1, wAC = 9, wBD = 0, wAD = 1. Note that wAC

corresponds to the co-occurrence of the first consonant and the second consonant,
wCD corresponds to that of the second consonant and the second vowel, and wAD

corresponds to that of the first consonant and the second vowel. This result
shows the importance of co-occurrence of two consonants. Incidentally, the most
frequently appeared pair of consonants is the pair of the first consonant /t/ and
the second consonant /k/. The words including this pair account for 797 words
of all the collected 6,322 mimetic words through the annotation mentioned in
Sect. 3.3. This pair often appears in popular mimetic words (e.g. “toko-toko” or
“teku-teku”), and such a familiar combination of two consonants may take an
important part in making us feel the mimetic word natural.

In the following experiments, we use this combination of weights. In other
words, the naturalness penalty term becomes as follows:

Lc = CCD(oC , oD) + 9CAC(oA, oC) + CAD(oA, oD) (4)
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How well does this mimetic word express the gait ?

Very well expressed

Not expressed at all

Fig. 6. User interface for correctness evaluation.

Table 2. Results of correctness evaluation.

Condition Correctness (avg. ± s.d.)

α = 0 4.434± 0.109

α = 1 4.452± 0.088

α = 3 4.275± 0.053

α = 6 4.192± 0.067

5.2 Correctness Evaluation of the Description

In this section, we report an experiment for evaluating the correctness of the
description.

We presented a pair of a gait video and a generated mimetic word to eval-
uators, and asked them how well the generated mimetic word described the
gait from seven levels of Likert scale. Here, we call this metric as “correct-
ness”. The presented gaits were the gait videos in the dataset introduced in
Sect. 3, and the mimetic words were generated from phonetic vectors based on
the freely described mimetic words for those videos. The evaluators were five
native Japanese University students. Figure 6 shows the interface used for this
evaluation. In this experiment, four methods were compared with hyperparame-
ters α = 0, 1, 3, and 6. As mentioned in Sect. 4.2, α is a parameter which decides
the weight of the penalty term Lc to the distance Ld, and when α = 0, it becomes
equivalent to the ordinary Nearest Neighbor method. The result is shown in
Table 2. We can see that as α increases, the naturalness constraint becomes
stronger. The correctness and naturalness are in the relation of a trade-off. The
result shows that the condition α = 1 can keep the correctness compared to the
condition α = 0. Note that the correctness evaluated under a random condition
is 4.014. In the random condition, we presented a pair of a gait video and a ran-
dom mimetic word to evaluators. Comparing these results, it was confirmed that
the proposed method achieved higher correctness than the random description.
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Table 3. Results of naturalness evaluation.

Condition Naturalness (avg. ± s.d.)

α = 0 4.962± 0.109

α = 1 5.217± 0.077

α = 3 5.356± 0.043

α = 6 5.553± 0.052

5.3 Naturalness Evaluation of the Description

In this section, we report an experiment for evaluating the naturalness of the
description.

We presented a generated mimetic word to evaluators, and asked them how
natural the generated mimetic word is from seven levels of Likert scale. The
evaluators were four native Japanese University students. As the same with the
experiment in Sect. 5.2, four methods with α = 0, 1, 3, and 6 were compared.
The presented mimetic words were the same as in the previous experiment.
The result is shown in Table 3. We can see that as α increases, the naturalness
becomes higher.

Considering together with the evaluation result of correctness in Sect. 5.2, it
turned out that the condition α = 1 generates more natural mimetic words than
the condition α = 0 while maintaining the correctness.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an improved mimetic word generation module con-
sidering naturalness, and updated our previously proposed description frame-
work [4]. We defined the co-occurrence frequency of phonemes composing a
mimetic word as the naturalness. We constructed a new dataset, and used the
freely described mimetic words in the dataset to calculate the frequency. We
formulated the naturalness penalty in six terms, each term corresponding to
the co-occurrence of the positional pair of two phonemes. Through a prelimi-
nary experiment, we obtained the optimal weights of naturalness penalty terms,
and revealed that the following three kinds of co-occurrences are important: the
first consonant and the second consonant, the second consonant and the second
vowel, the first consonant and the second vowel. To confirm the effectiveness
of the proposed mimetic word generation module, we conducted two subjective
experiments. Evaluators assessed the correctness and the naturalness in Likert
scale. As a result, we confirmed that the proposed module could describe gaits
with more natural mimetic words while maintaining the correctness.

Future works include exploring how the impression of human appearance
(e.g. body shape or facial expression) biases a mimetic word we imagine.
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